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Abstract

Substantial fluxes of protons and leptons with energies below the geomagnetic cutoff have been measured by the

AMS experiment at altitudes of 350–390 km, in the latitude interval ±51.7�. The production mechanisms of the ob-
served trapped fluxes are investigated in detail by means of the FLUKA Monte Carlo simulation code. All known

processes involved in the interaction of the cosmic rays with the atmosphere (detailed descriptions of the magnetic field

and the atmospheric density, as well as the electromagnetic and nuclear interaction processes) are included in the

simulation. The results are presented and compared with experimental data, indicating good agreement with the ob-

served fluxes. The impact of the secondary proton flux on particle production in atmosphere is briefly discussed.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cosmic rays approaching the Earth interact

with the atmosphere resulting in a substantial

flux of secondary particles. The knowledge of the
composition, the intensity and the energy spectra

of these particles is relevant, e.g. for the evaluation

of background radiation for satellites experiments

and manned spacecrafts and for the estimation of
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the atmospheric neutrino production for neutrino

oscillation experiments [1–3].

Different approaches are used to model the

production in atmosphere and the transport of

charged particles in the magnetosphere. At low
energies (KeV–MeV) the collective properties of

the particles are described by means of diffusion

and transport equations in a semi-quantitative way

[4–10]. At higher energies, where the particle den-

sity is low, a single-particle approach is feasible

using Monte Carlo methods for particle produc-

tion and precise transport algorithms allow for an

accurate description of the particle behavior.
ed.
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The AMS measurements in near Earth orbit

[11,13] provided the first accurate information on

the intensity, energy spectra and geographical ori-

gin of charged particle fluxes at energies below the

geomagnetic cutoff over a wide range of latitudes

and longitudes. The under cutoff component of
proton fluxes at equatorial latitudes has revealed

an intensity up to 50% of the primary proton flux.

A positron–electron flux ratio has been found in

the under cutoff component which largely exceeds

the corresponding cosmic rays ratio. Differences in

residence times and geographical origins have been

established for positively and negatively charged

particles.
A robust interpretation of the characteristics of

the under cutoff fluxes in terms of secondary par-

ticles produced in the atmosphere requires an ac-

curate description of the interaction processes at

their origin and the geomagnetic field effects. In-

terpretations of the AMS measurements have been

proposed [14,15] based on Monte Carlo simula-

tions using different approaches on both the gen-
eration technique and the interaction model.

In this work, we report results from a Monte

Carlo simulation based on FLUKA 2000 [16] for

the description of cosmic ray interactions with the

atmosphere which uses a 3D description of both

the interactions and the geometry of the Earth.

The key features of our approach are the efficient

generation technique for the incoming cosmic rays
flux and a true microscopic, theory driven treat-

ment of the interaction processes as opposed to

empirical approaches used in the past.

In the following section we give a detailed de-

scription of the basic ingredients of our simulation,

the generation technique and the interaction

model. In Section 3 we present our results for

protons and leptons, and the comparison with the
AMS measurements.
1 The external magnetic field is calculated only for distances

greater than 2 Earth�s radii (RE) from the Earth�s center . Its
contribution to the total magnetic field is <1% at smaller

distances and therefore can be neglected.
2. The model

The flux reaching the Earth magnetosphere is

composed of particles emitted from the Sun and

galactic cosmic rays. In the energy range of the
AMS measurements the solar particle contribution

is negligible.
The isotropic flux of Hydrogen and Helium

nuclei is uniformly generated on a geocentric

spherical surface with a radius of 1.07 Earth radii

(�500 km above sea level) in the kinetic energy

range 0.1–800 GeV/nucleon.

The contribution of cosmic rays nuclei heavier
than Helium has been neglected since the expected

contribution (�7%) to the production of second-
ary particles is of the same order of the uncer-

tainties in the knowledge of Hydrogen and of

Helium primary fluxes.

The analytical functions describing the H and

He fluxes are taken from Ref. [17], and correspond

to the solar activity detected at the time of the
AMS measurements (June 1998).

The magnetic field in the proximity of the Earth

includes two components: the Earth�s magnetic
inner field, calculated using a 10 harmonics IGRF

[18] implementation, and the external magnetic

field, calculated using the Tsyganenko Model 1

[19]. To account for the geomagnetic effects, for

each primary particle we backtrace the correspond-
ing antiparticle of the same energy until one of the

following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the particle reaches the distance of 10 RE
from the Earth�s center.

(2) the particle touches again the production

sphere.

(3) neither 1 or 2 is satisfied before a time limit is
reached.

If condition 1 is satisfied the particle is on an

allowed trajectory, while if condition 2 is satisfied

the particle is on a forbidden one. Condition 3

arises for only a small fraction (�10�6) of the
events.

Particles on allowed trajectories are propagated
forward and can reach the Earth�s atmosphere.
The atmosphere around the Earth is simulated

up to 120 km a.s.l. using 60 concentric layers of

homogeneous density and chemical composition.



Fig. 1. Trajectories types crossing a spherical surface around

the Earth.
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Data on density and chemical composition are

taken from the standard MSIS model [20]. Above

120 km the atmosphere density is so small that the

probability for a particle to interact is negligible.

The Earth is modelled as a solid sphere which

absorbs each particle reaching its surface.
A detailed description of the setup of this sim-

ulation can be found in [26].

2.1. The generation technique

The ideal approach in the generation of the

primary cosmic rays spectra would be to start with

an isotropic distribution of particles at a great
distance (typically 10 RE) from the Earth where the
geomagnetic field introduces negligible distortions

on the interstellar flux at the energies relevant for

this work. However, this computational method is

clearly inefficient. Kinematic cuts applied in order

to improve the generation efficiency tend to in-

troduce a bias for the low rigidity particles.

A good alternative to this approach is a back-
tracing method [14,21] adopted in the present

analysis as outlined in the previous section. In the

following, we discuss the validity of the technique

and report the results of a comparison of the two

methods. This method was applied for the first

time for the generation of atmospheric neutrino

fluxes [3].

Let us consider first the effects of the geomag-
netic field on an incoming flux of cosmic charged

particles in the absence of a solid Earth.

For the discussion, we start with an isotropic

flux of monoenergetic 2 particles at large distance

from the origin of a geocentric reference system. In

this scenario, a small fraction of particles, with

very particular initial kinematic parameters, will

follow complicated paths and remains confined at
a given distance from the origin (semi-bounded

trajectories); for all practical purposes this sample

can be neglected. Most of the particles will follow

unbounded trajectories, reaching again infinity

after being deflected by the magnetic field.
2 The realistic case of an energy spectrum can be treated just

as a superposition of monoenergetic cases.
Unbounded trajectories cross a spherical sur-

face centered in the field source only an even

number of times, as shown in Fig. 1: we call legs

the trajectory parts connecting the spherical sur-

face to infinity and loops the parts of the trajectory

starting and ending on the spherical surface.

Since each trajectory can be followed in both
directions and no source or sink of particles is

contained within the surface, the incoming and

outgoing fluxes are the same. However, the pres-

ence of the magnetic field breaks the isotropy of the

flux ‘‘near’’ the field source, so for a given location

there is a flux dependence due to the direction.

Applying the Liouville theorem, under the hy-

pothesis of isotropy at infinity, it is straightfor-
ward to demonstrate [22] that the particles flux at

an arbitrary point is the same as at infinity along a

set of directions (allowed directions), and zero

along all the others (forbidden directions).

The pattern of the allowed and forbidden di-

rections depends on both the rigidity and the lo-

cation and is known as the geomagnetic cutoff.

With the introduction of a solid Earth, all the
trajectories that cross the Earth are broken in two

or more pieces (Fig. 2): the legs become one-way

trajectories and the loops disappear.
Fig. 2. Trajectories in the presence of a solid Earth.
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The presence of the Earth modifies the flux

which exits from the surrounding spherical sur-

face, since particles are absorbed by the Earth,

while it has only a minimal effect on the incoming

flux which is modified only by the absence of

certain loops. To generate the flux of particles
reaching the Earth�s atmosphere, it is sufficient to
follow the particles along the allowed trajectories

corresponding to the legs, taking care to avoid

double or multiple counting.

To respect this prescription we reject all tra-

jectories that are backtraced to the production

sphere, this allow us to correctly consider the cases

like the one shown in Fig. 3.
We point out that an important difference with

respect to the application in the neutrino flux cal-

culation of [3] is that for the latter, as a conse-

quence of the one dimensional approach, there are

no problems of double counting.

To check the validity of our technique we made

a test comparing the results of the ‘‘ideal’’ gener-

ation technique at 10 RE distance from the Earth�s
center with the backtracing technique used here.

Fig. 4 shows this comparison for several char-

acteristic distributions, the agreement between the

two methods is good.

2.2. The interaction model

A custom version of the software package
FLUKA 2000 [16] has been used to transport the

particles and describe their interactions with

Earth�s atmosphere.
FLUKA is a general purpose Monte Carlo code

for the simulation of hadronic and electromagnetic

interactions. It has been used in many applica-

tions, and it is continuously checked using the

available data from low energy nuclear physics,
Fig. 3. An example of multiple counting along a trajectory, this

type of trajectory has to be considered only at point B.
high energy accelerator experiments and mea-

surements of particle fluxes in the atmosphere [23].

In FLUKA hadronic interactions are treated in

a theory-driven approach, the general phenome-

nology is obtained from a microscopical descrip-

tion of the interactions between the fundamental
constituents (quarks and nucleons) appropriate for

the different energy regions. Below an energy of

few GeV, hadron–nucleon interaction models are

based on resonance production and decay of par-

ticles (PEANUT Model [24]), for higher energy

ranges the Dual Parton Model is used. The ex-

tension from hadron–nucleon to hadron–nucleus

interactions is done in the framework of a gener-
alized intra-nuclear cascade approach including the

Gribov–Glauber[25] multi-collision mechanism for

higher energies followed by equilibrium processes:

evaporation, fission, Fermi break-up and c de-
excitation. The parameters of the models used in

FLUKA are fixed by comparing expectations with

the available data from experiments. The Helium

interactions with different target nuclei are treated
in the framework of the superposition model.

The FLUKA approach to the simulation of the

interaction naturally allows for a tridimensional

description of the electromagnetic and hadronic

interactions, particularly relevant for the present

application since the behavior of the secondary

particles in the geomagnetic field depends strongly

on the initial angle between the geomagnetic field
and the particle momentum. The setup of this

simulation is derived from [1].
3. Comparison with the AMS data

To compare with the AMS data, we define a

detection boundary placed at 400 km a.s.l. corre-
sponding to a spherical surface matching the AMS

orbit. We record each particle that crosses the

detection boundary within the AMS field of view,

defined as a cone with a 32� aperture 3 [11] with
respect to the local zenith or nadir directions.
3 For leptons the AMS field of view is reduced to a cone of

25� [13].



Fig. 4. Latitude and longitude of impact points and angle between momentum and zenith directions for particles generated at a

distance of 10 Earth�s radii (solid line) and particles generated with a backtracing technique at 1.07 Earth�s radii (shaded histogram).
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An absolute normalization of the simulated

particle fluxes has been obtained calculating the

equivalent time exposure (ETE) corresponding to

the number of the generated primary cosmic rays

[26].

The large surface of our detector (�4 · 1014 m2)
allows to collect a statistical sample comparable to
the AMS data with an ETE of the order of 10�12 s.

Our results are based on a sample of �18.7 · 106
primary protons generated in the kinetic energy

range of 0.1–800 GeV, which corresponds to an

ETE of 11.6 · 10�12 s and �3.1 · 106 He nuclei on
the kinetic energy range 0.1–800 GeV/nuc. corre-

sponding to an ETE of 16.9 · 10�12 s.

3.1. Proton fluxes

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the fluxes

obtained with our simulation and the measured

AMS down going, or zenith, proton flux [11] in
nine intervals of geomagnetic latitude (hM) [27].
Fig. 6 shows the same comparison for the up

going, or nadir, proton flux.

Different aspects of our simulation are involved

in the description of the observed fluxes at energies

above and below the geomagnetic cutoff. At en-

ergies above the geomagnetic cutoff, the genera-
tion technique and the global normalization can be

tested independently from other aspects of the

simulation. At energies below cutoff, all the aspects

of this simulation are relevant.

The simulation reproduces well at all lati-

tudes the high energy part of the spectrum and

the falloff in the primary spectrum due to the

geomagnetic cutoff, thus validating the general
approach used for the generation and detection,

as well as the tracing technique. Small fluctua-

tions in the global agreement in the high energy

part are consistent with the errors in the AMS data

[12].



Fig. 5. Downgoing proton flux, simulation (solid line) and the AMS data (points); the dashed lines are described in the text. HM is the

geomagnetic latitude in radians. Errors in the simulated flux are of the same order as in the data.
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In our simulation, only secondary protons

produced in the interactions of the primary cosmic

rays with the atmosphere are populating the under

cutoff region of the spectrum. The comparison

with the observed fluxes in this portion of the

spectra is therefore relevant for an interpretation

of the experimental data and to study the physical

processes and the dynamical features at their ori-
gin. At the same time, any discrepancy arising in

this comparison can be used to critically evaluate

the limit of our approach.

For the under cutoff part of the spectrum we

observe an underestimation of the flux at the level

of 20% which can be expected from the approxi-

mations of the cosmic ray flux (missing contri-

butions of heavier nuclei in the primary flux,
uncertainties in the slope of the H and He spectra).

When compared with similar studies [14,15],

this shows the best agreement with the AMS under

cutoff data obtained so far.

The under cutoff flux is due to the secondaries,

produced in the atmosphere, that spiral along the

geomagnetic field lines up to the detection altitude.
These particles represent only a tiny fraction of all

secondaries produced in atmospheric interactions

of cosmic rays (�7% of events), and correspond

to protons generated under peculiar kinemati-

cal conditions in the early stages of the shower

development. Fig. 7 shows that under cutoff pro-

tons are generated preferentially by cosmic rays

grazing the atmosphere and interacting, on aver-
age, at higher altitudes (36.5 km) with respect

to the full sample of the primary cosmic rays

(25.2 km).

Using a classification based on the time interval

between the production of a secondary particle

and its subsequent re-absorption in the atmo-

sphere (residence time), it is possible to distinguish

two populations in the under cutoff particles [11].
Fig. 8 shows the residence time versus the kinetic

energy of the under cutoff protons for AMS data

[28] (left) and as obtained in our simulation (right).

The line superimposed on the plots separates the

short lived population, characterized by residence

time below �0.3 s, from the long lived one with

residence times up to some tens of seconds.



Fig. 6. Upgoing proton fluxes, simulation (solid line) and the AMS data (points).

Fig. 7. (Left) The distribution of the zenith angle of the primary protons at the moment of the interaction in the atmosphere. (Right)

The distribution of the altitude of the interaction of the primary cosmic rays with the atmosphere. Dashed lines represent the sub-

sample of primary protons generating the secondary protons detected by AMS.
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The presence of the two populations can be

explained within the formalism of the adiabatic

invariants [29], since trapped particles move along

magnetic drift shells. The residence time of an
under cutoff particle depends on the fraction of the
shell located inside the Earth�s atmosphere. Parti-
cles with short residence times move along shells

(short lived) with large intersections with the

Earth�s atmosphere thus they can do only few
bounces from the northern to the southern



Fig. 8. Residence time versus kinetic energy for secondary protons produced in the interactions of primary cosmic rays with the

atmosphere. The protons are detected at geomagnetic latitude jhMj < 0:7 rad.
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hemisphere before to re-interact on an atmo-

spheric nucleus. Conversely particles with a long

residence time move on shells (long lived) that
Fig. 9. Maps of secondary protons origin (upper plots) and reabs

jhMj < 0:7 rad. Left plots are relative to the short lived population (
population (residence time> 0.3 s).
intersect the atmosphere only in the South Atlantic

Anomaly region, thus they can make a nearly

complete revolution around the Earth before to re-
orption (lower plots) points detected at geomagnetic latitude

residence time<0.3 s), right plots are relative to the long lived
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interact with the atmosphere. This is confirmed in

Fig. 9 which shows the generation and the ab-

sorption points of the under cutoff particles in the

atmosphere separately for particles with long and

short residence times. Most of the drift shells

crossed by AMS orbit, at an altitude of 400 km,
are short lived, the contribution of long lived shells

is practically negligible in the polar region, and

become more and more important as one ap-

proaches the equatorial region [30].

Particles moving along long lived shells have a

large probability to cross many times a geocen-

tered spherical detector, while those moving along

short lived shells typically cross the detector only
once or twice. This simulation permits to distinguish

the flux of secondary particles that re-interacts at

every instant with the atmosphere, interacting flux,

from the flux circulating in the near Earth orbit.

The two fluxes differ because of the presence of

long lived particles which circulates around the

Earth for times up to some tens of seconds. The

dashed lines in Fig. 5 represent the interacting flux,
obtained in our simulation counting only once

each particle that crosses our geocentered spherical

detector. As expected the difference between the

solid and the dashed lines is evident in the equa-

torial region where the contribution of long lived

particles is important and tends to vanish as ap-

proaching to the polar region.

Fig. 10 better shows this effect as a function
of the geomagnetic latitude: the intensity of the

interacting flux and that of the measured one are

compared with the integral of the primary flux.

The interacting flux is nearly one order of magni-

tude smaller than the primary one at all the

latitudes, therefore only a minor contribution

from the under cutoff proton component is ex-

pected in the atmospheric shower development
and in particular for the atmospheric neutrino

production.

3.2. Electrons and positrons

Fig. 11 shows the positron and electron fluxes,

measured by AMS (points) compared with the

results of our simulation (solid lines). The fluxes
corresponds to the zenith attitude of AMS and are

subdivided in six intervals of geomagnetic latitude
as in [13]. Since cosmic fluxes of e� are not in-

cluded in our simulation, the comparison is rele-

vant only for the under cutoff part of the spectrum.

A good agreement is observed for both posi-

trons and electrons at jhMj < 0:9.
At higher latitudes, the simulated e� fluxes are

definitely lower than the AMS observations,

whereas for protons only a minor deficit was ob-

served. This is justified by the missing contribution

of cosmic e� fluxes, which are neglected in our

simulation, but become relevant at low energies for

the polar latitudes.

Only 3.4% of the primary cosmic rays reaching

the Earth atmosphere produce e� and eþ detect-
able by AMS at 400 km. These e� are produced in

preference by primary cosmic rays grazing the at-

mosphere, as in the case of the under cutoff pro-

tons.

Electrons and positrons are produced mostly by

the decays of charged and neutral pions. Charged

pions contribute to electrons and positrons popu-

lations, through the chain:

p� ! l� ! e� ð1Þ

while neutral pions produce equivalent amounts of

e� and eþ through the chain:

p0 ! cc ! 2ðeþ þ e�Þ ð2Þ

The relative contributions of charged and neutral

pions to the under cutoff flux of e� and eþ ob-
served in AMS depend on the combination of two

factors: the features of the primary CR interaction

(i.e. multiplicity and energy of charged/neutral

pions, Table 1) and the charge dependent trans-

port of the secondaries in the geomagnetic field.

Table 1 shows, at four typical energies, the

mean multiplicity and the mean energy fraction of

protons and pions produced in the interaction of
the cosmic rays with the atmosphere. The relative

abundance of charged and neutral pions is energy

dependent: at low energies the production of pþ is

favored as a consequence of the initial charge bias,

at higher energies the charge asymmetry tends to

vanish and the p0 contribution becomes the most
important.

Fig. 12 shows the relative contribution of
the different charge states of the pions to the



Fig. 10. Energy integrated primary proton flux as function of the geomagnetic latitude, compared to the secondary proton flux and to

the interacting proton flux, see text for more detail.

4 East–West direction is defined with respect the local B field.

Local magnetic azimuthal angle convention is the one adopted

in [31].
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production of under cutoff e� and eþ as a function

of their detection geomagnetic latitude. The p0

relative contribution increases with latitude, rep-

resenting a �55% (60%) of the eþð�Þ flux source at

jhMj > 0:5. This is expected from the generated

multiplicities of neutral/charged pions in the pro-

ton interactions with the atmosphere (Table 1).

Geomagnetic effects are responsible for the large

enhancement of the charged pion contribution

observed for e� and eþ at lower geomagnetic lat-
itudes.
Fig. 13 shows, as a function of the geomagnetic

latitude, the fraction of eastward 4 going primary
protons responsible for secondary protons (filled

squares), positrons (open circles) and electrons

(empty squares) observed in our AMS-like detec-

tor. A clear dominance of eastward going pro-



Fig. 11. Downgoing positron and electron fluxes in six regions of geomagnetic latitude hM, solid histogram (simulation) points (AMS
data).
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tons is observed for the production of positive

charged secondaries (protons and positrons) at

low geomagnetic latitudes. The effect is reduced

with increasing latitudes and tends to vanish in the
polar region. The opposite trend is found for the

protons producing electrons. The underlying

mechanism has been suggested for the first time

in [21]: protons grazing the atmosphere going



Table 1

Energy fraction and multiplicity of secondary particles produced in the proton interactions with atmospheric nuclei in FLUKA 2000

Particle 5 GeV 10 GeV 20 GeV 30 GeV

Mult. E frac. Mult. E frac. Mult. E frac. Mult. E frac.

p 1.983 0.409 2.676 0.337 2.744 0.307 2.770 0.294

pþ 0.711 0.131 1.292 0.149 1.970 0.159 2.381 0.164

p� 0.389 0.068 0.975 0.098 1.641 0.116 2.047 0.122

p0 0.638 0.114 1.601 0.169 2.378 0.175 2.840 0.177

Four typical energies of primary protons are considered.

Fig. 12. Relative contribution of the charged and neutral pions to the under cutoff lepton fluxes observed by AMS at 400 km a.s.l.,

expressed as function of the geomagnetic latitude.

Fig. 13. Fraction of secondary particles generated by eastward

going primaries as function of the geomagnetic latitude. Filled

squares protons, open circles positrons, open squares electrons.
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towards East (West) are expected to favor the

production of upward moving positrons (elec-

trons) which can therefore escape atmosphere. The

opposite is true if the charge sign of secondaries is

reversed.
This effect, combined with the East–West

asymmetry of the rigidity cutoff for primaries, has

a relevant influence on the different spectra for e�

and eþ escaping the atmosphere after generation.

Fig. 14 shows the ratio of under cutoff positron

and electron fluxes as a function of geomagnetic

latitude measured by AMS (black squares) and in

our simulation (open circles). The peculiar de-
pendence of this ratio with latitude and in partic-

ular the net positron dominance at jhMj < 0:5 are
well reproduced in our simulation. It is clear from

our simulation that this behavior is mostly due to

geomagnetic effects, and cannot be attributed to

charge asymmetry at production (Table 1 and Fig.

14). The positron dominance near the equator is



Fig. 14. The ratio of the under cutoff positron and electron

fluxes, as function of geomagnetic latitude. Open circles (this

simulation), filled squares (AMS data).
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due to the lower geomagnetic cutoff experienced

by eastward going primaries, which are preferably

injecting positrons at the AMS altitude. The pos-

itron dominance tends to vanish going towards
magnetic poles, as the East–West asymmetry effect

reduces.
4. Conclusions

The interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth�s
atmosphere and magnetosphere have been inves-
tigated by means of a fully 3D Monte Carlo based

on the FLUKA package. The AMS measurements

of under cutoff protons, electrons and positron

fluxes in near Earth orbit have been used to assess

the quality of our simulation.

A detailed analysis of the possible strategies for

the generation of the incoming cosmic ray flux has

demonstrated the validity of the backtracing ap-
proach as a reliable and efficient technique. The

role of geomagnetic effects in the charge compo-

sition and the dynamical features of the under

cutoff fluxes has been studied in detail. The East–

West asymmetry in the rigidity cutoff, associated

to a charge sign dependent efficiency in the trans-
port of secondaries at the AMS altitude, has been

confirmed at the origin of the excess of the posi-

tron component in the under cutoff spectra. The

geographical origin and the residence time distri-

butions for both protons and leptons have been

reproduced and the effect of the presence of a long-
lived component has been discussed.

The experimental flux intensities, as well as their

peculiar kinematical features, have been repro-

duced in our simulation at the �20% level. This

can be taken as a strong indication that the main

source of radiation in the near Earth region––at

least outside the region of the South Atlantic

Anomaly––is the interaction of the primary cosmic
rays with the atmosphere. Our results indicate the

flux intensity of this under cutoff radiation re-

interacting with the atmosphere (interacting flux)

never exceeds a 10% of the cosmic proton flux,

thus representing a minor source for atmospheric

production of secondaries.

In our simulation, a truly microscopical de-

scription of the particle interaction is used for the
first time in conjunction to a fully 3D geometry

setup and an efficient generation technique. After

its successfull validation with the AMS data, we

believe that this represents a valuable tool to assess

the radiation environment in near Earth orbit and

to perform accurate calculation of particle fluxes

in the atmosphere.
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